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COHCORDII\ SEMINARY LIBRARY 
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 
This research p4per will investigate contemporary insights and attitudes 
reaard1ng human sexual behavior (in the area of extramarital sex) and evaluate 
this from the perspective of the Word of God. 
The first section of this paper will deal w1th contemporary insights and 
. 
attitudes regarding sexual behavior ( in the area of ·extramarital sex)• 
Joseph Fletcher ~nd what he terms his fellow Chrisitan situ~t1on ethicists 
feel that many Christians go overboard on adultery or extramgrital sex. 
Fletcher says, "To this day Christians think an; adulterer more wicked than a 
politician who takes bribes, glthou~h the latter probably does a thousand 
times as muoh harm." 1 Also, Fletcher believes it 1s a duty 1n some situations 
to break any or all of the commandments or to abide at times with be~ng one or 
the peopie Paul lists in I Cor. 619-10 (adulterers are included in this 11st). 
He feels we sho11ld simply follow the law of lov.e. 2 Moreover, if you ask 
~ Fletcher 1s adultery wrong, he will say that to ask this 1s to ask a mare's-
nest question. It 1s a glittering gener~lity, like Oscar Wilde's mackerel 1n 
the moonlights it ~litters but 1t stinks. Fletcher believes that one can only 
respond, "I don't know. Maybe. Give me a case. Describe a real situation~) 
I would now like to elaborate a little more on just what Fletcher be-. 
lieves love consists of. Using t~rms made popul•r by Tillich and others, he 
says th4t Chr1st1~n s1tuat1onism 1s a mathod that p~ooeeds, so to speak, from 
(1) its one and only 14w, agape (love), to (2) the soph1a (wisdom) ot the 
church ani culture, containing many •~eneral rules" of more or less reliability, 
to()) the kairos (moment of decision, the fullness of time) in which the 
responsible self 1n the situation decides whether the soph1a can serve love 
1Fletcher, Situation Ethics. P• 20. 
2Ib1d., PP• 73-4. 
~)Ibid., PP• 142-). 
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there, or not. This is the situational strategy 1n capsule form. Fletcher adds 
that Jesus and Paul replaced the precepts of Torah with the living principle 
~ -of -agape--agape being goodwill at work in partnership with reason. It seeks 
the neighbor's b~st interest with a careful eye to all the factors in the 
situation. They redeemed law from the letter that kills and brought it back 
to the spirit that gives it life. And to do this, law and general rules al-
ways have to be refined back from legalistic prescriptions and from rabbinical 
pilpul to the heqrt principle of love. Also, Christian love is not desire. 
Ag~pe 1s giving love--non-reciprocal, neighbor-regarding--"neighbor" meaning 
~ 
. 
"everybody", even an enemy (Luke 61)2-)5). It 1s usually distinguished from 
friendship love (phi11a) and romantic love (eros), both of which are select-
ive and exclusive. Erotic love and philic love have their proper place 1n our 
human affairs but they are not what is meant by agape, agape is love or 
"Christian love", Erotic and philio love are emotional, but the effective 
principle of Chri~tian love is will, disposition, it is an attitude, not feel-
ing. Moreover, the law 11~1ts your obl1~at1on only for what you do--not for 
wh~t you should or could h~ve done. This 1s the prudence of self-centeredn~ss 
and indiffe~ence, contrasted to the aggressive, questioning prudence ot agape.4 
A contemporary writer, Erich Fromm, says that love is union under the 
condition of preserving one's integrity, one's individuality. Love is an active 
power 1n man, a power which breaks through the walls which separate man from 
his fellow men, which unites h1~ with others, love makes him overcome the 
sense of isolation and separateness, yet it permits him to be himself. Also, 
if I truly love one ~erson I love all persons, I love the world, ·I love life. 
If I can say to somebody else, "I love you", I must be able to say, "I love irr 
you everybody, I love througbr; you the world, I love in you also myself •11 S 
Furthermore, there is only one proof for the presence of love, the depth of 
,/1111\the relationship, and the aliveness and strength 1n each person concemed1 
4Ibid., p. A2 • 
5Promm, The Art of Loving. p. 17. 
All'\ 
~ 
th1s 1s the fruit by which love is reco~n1zed.6 
For Rimmer love is the discovery between a male and a female of the 
amazing interacting delight of being the other, the Jesus-joy of pure al-
J:ruism. At its height 1t washes out lonl1ness. He further adds that the 
biological basis of love consists 1n the organism's drive to satisfy its 
.• 
basic . needs 1n •~manner which causes it to feel secure. Love 1s security. 
Mere satisfaction of basic needs is not enough. Needs must be satisfied in a 
particular manner, in a manner irh1ch is emotionally as well as paysically sat-
isfying. It is a discovery of the ~reatest possible significance for mankind, 
that the ethical conception of love independently arrived at by almost all 
existing ~eoples 1s no mere creation of m~n, but 1s ~rounded in the b1olo~ical 
structure of the functioning organism. It means that man's organs potenti-
alities are so organized as to dem~nd but one kind of satisfaction alone, a 
sat1sf~ction which ministers to m411's need for love which registers love, 
which is given in terms of love--a satisfaction which 1s defined by the one 
word, secur1ty.7 
Rimmer says if you learn to love one person, it 1s likely that you will 
learn to love another person. He feels a person can say I love you, but love 
is not m~rriage. Marriage is society's protection for the children.a Also, 
he stresses that every human being 1s condemned to his own driving need for 
the love ~nd comfort of ~nother human being. The trouble was that somewhere 
along the way, the need for love, much stronger than the small ~1ft of sex :.::-.. 
~iven along the way got equated l'1ith sin.9 
It is important to realize that sexual problems of one kind or another 
afflict at le~st halt. the married couples 1n the u.s. today. In the past, 
husbands and wives h9d to take their marital problems to a clergyman or family 
doctor who was usually 111·-prepared to deal with.sexual dysfunction. Today, 
.~ 6,··· -- -
Ib1de, P• 87. 
?Rimmer, Proposition 31. P• 18J. 
8Psychology Today. "Rimmer Conversation". P• 57. 
9Rimmer, Proposition )1. P• 97. 
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they can take their problems to a qualified sex therapist. However, some 
critics raise moral questions about the techniques employed by the sex ther-
~ ·ap1sts, espeQially the use or paid "surrogate" partners to help single men 
work out their sexual problems.10 The Playboy writers feel that the human 
body, in disrepute for too long (and still with anxiety by some), had made a 
joyous debut on campus, the human image can only pro,per. Nudity has even 
invaded the religious sphere, a recent "environmental theaterrbapt1sm service• 
at Manhattan's St. Clement's Church used a trio of nude young people splashing 
in a tub bo symbolize innocence reborn.11 Even at Bimmer•s Harrad ·college the 
young people eventually take nudity for granted. After months and months of 
seeing boys and girls naked 1n the gym and in the communal showers of ~he 
dormitory, they not only do not usually give it a second thought, but they 
simply can not conceive being naked as anything but an interesting tact or 
life •12 
The story Couples has been called an !ntellectual Payton Place. It has 
been assailed for its complete frankness and praised as an artful seduatlu, 
savagely gr~phic portrait of love, marriage, and adultery in America. A . 
central theme seems to be repeated many times throughout the book. It is that 
all love is a betrayal, 1n that it flatters life. The loveless man 1s best 
armed.1) Also, C011ples portr5=1.ys the people as trapped 1n their cozy catacombs, 
the couples have made sex by turns their toy, their glue, their trauma, _their 
therapy, their hope, their frustration, their revenge, their narcotic, their 
main line of co~munioation and their sole and pitiable shield against the 
awareness of death. Adultery, says Updil[e, has become a kind or imaginative 
questten for a successful hedonism that would enable man to enjoy an other-
lif:e 
wise meaningless, The couples of Tarbox live in a place and time that to-
10Newsweek, "The New Sex Therapy." PP• 65-6. 
-~ ~~Playboy. "Student Bodies." PP• 99-100. 
Rimmer, The Harrad Experiment. p. 148. 
1)Upd1ke, Couples. P• 92. 
s 
gether seem to have been ordained for the quest,14 
In Walden Two anc Utopian society 1s formed. Some of their following 
~.concepts fit right in with Rimmer and his contemporary insights. Concerning 
the care of babies, they try to protect them from infection during the first 
year. It's especially important when they are cared for as a group. Some 
parents wor.k in the nursery. Others come around .every day or so, for at least 
a few minutes. Also, the topic of love for these babies produced the following 
dialogue, Castle said, ~How about the love wich the mother gives her baby---
the affection?" Fr1:tzier said, "It is very real, and we supply 1t 1n liberal 
doses. But we don't limit it to mothers. We go in for father love, loo~~~ 
for everybody's love---community love, if you wish. Our children are treated 
with affection by everyone---and thoughtful affection too."15 Moreover,· they 
could arrange th1n~s more expeditiously at Walden Two because they do not 
need to b~ constantly re-educat!ng. The ordinary teacher spends a good share 
of her. ti~e ch~nging the cultural Mid intellectual habits which the child 
-1"'-\ . 
acquires from its family and surrounding culture. Or else the teacher dup-
!~ 
licates home training which 1s a complete waste of time. At Walden Two they 
could almost say that·the school is the family and vice versa. Furthermore, 
at Walden Two they give friendship every support. They do not practice free 
love, but .. they have a great deal of f~ee affection. And that goes a long way 
toward satisfying the needs which lead to promiscuity elsewhere. Skinner 
does not mean th~t no one 1n Walden Two has fallen in love !illicitly,' but 
there h~s been minimum of mere sex without love. Extramarital love was not 
regarded as wholly justifiable or without 1ts difficulties.16 
Alvin Toffler in Future Shock states that as transience increases the 
loneliness '1.nd alienation tt~iloo1et,:-..-:~we can anticipate increasing experimen-
tation with various forms of group marriage. The banding together of several 
adults and children into a single "family" provides a kind of insurance 
against isolation. ·In Denmark, ~ bill to legalize group marriage has already 
14Ib1d., P• 8. . 
15Sk1nner, Walden Two. PP• 96-7. 
16Ib1d., PP• llR-9. 
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been introduced in the Folketing (Parliament). While passage is not imminent, 
the act of introduction is itself a significant symbol of change. In 
~.Chicago, 250 4dults ~nd ch11nren al~egdy 11•e together 1n "family-style 
monasticism" under the auspices of a new, fast-growing religious organization, 
the Ecumenical Institute.17 Toffler stresses that we might also see the 
gradu~l rel~x~tion of bars ~gainst polygamy. Polygamous families even now, 
more widely thm generally believes, in the midst of "normal society." ·writer 
Ben Merson, ~fter visiting several such families 1n Utah where polygamy 1s 
still re~arded as essential by certain Mormon fundamentalists, estimated that 
there are some J0,000 people 11vin~ in under~round family units of th1s type 
in the United States. As sexual attitudes loosen up, as property rights be-
come less important becquse of risin~ affluence, the social repression of 
polygamy m,ay come to be regarded as irrational. This shift may be tac1li-
~ated by the very mobility that compels men to spend considerable time away 
from their present homes. The old. male fantasy of the Captain's Paradise may 
~ become~ reality for some, although·1t is likely t~at under suoh circumstances, 
the wives left behind will demand extramarital saxual rights. Yesterday's 
. 
"captain" would harr,.17 consider this possibility. Ton;iorrow•s may feel quite 
;,-
differently about it.18 
In this pqper Robert Rimmer 1s the bi~~est advocate of a changing concept 
of marriage. He f~els marriage fifty years from now will definitely change. 
Females will have shaken off all 9reas of inhibit1on. Freed of the tears ot 
pregnancy the female will be no more monogamously inclined than the average 
male, or ~aybe she'll demand a fon of monogamy that permits other sexual 
interests. Bim~er also visualizes that 1f four people or mo~e can keep love 
and the rest of the Christi4n-Juda1st1o overtones of romanoe·an4· sexual possess--
\ ,rcr•,C!~ .... ,..,l;.. , ... -r •.::JT". n .. ........ .. l ,.d ... .... .,,,. •."Ii•~~ ~ .. -.-:~- ... ,~;,,,:: ..... ' "?)"I ··· •~+-- ~h.·'3'""'!•:':-0.,,, ... o·.: ·=-"S -r-,1-,,. •·.•~n-·• 1-!") • • t .. .. ·=' •• , •. , '. .,. '•• . • • . .• • • .. . . ..i: - - • • .. I r. ~ I J, I .. . • • • _ _ .... - • • , . . .. ~ - •• • ■ • • • .. .. • ' • • • \, • • . , .. • • - · .. ••• ... .. _ • .... I 
1 veness out of an encounter, - ·and· ·· just· · t ·h1nk· 11-bout· themse·l ves" as "four people 
who have the possibility of liking each other, they may find they have more in 
~--------
17Toffler, Future Shock. pp. 245-6. 
18Ibid •, p. 248. 
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common than they suspect.19 However, Rimmer does not think that :flagrant 
sex1.1al congress with many women or ~any men 1s the answer to ~he loneliness 
~~that besets every human being. Rimmer purposes that 1n a group marriage the 
members have multiple sexual experiences_, but as couples. They function as a 
group, but make love separately.20 
Rimmer does not feel group marriage members are immoral 1n a sexual sense. 
They gre not ~dulterers who $lre brea.kinCJ the Sixth Commandment. There is a 
better commandment 1n Leviticus a "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.'' 
To adulterate meq,nt make co·rrupt, impure, to debq,s.e. These people are adding 
to, purifying, cleansing, creating a new vital entity that enlarges all members 
of the ~roup. Obviously, with the new concepts of marriage and the :family, 
adultery would have no ~eaning.21 • 
Rimmer contends too, that economics will hasten change. The spreading o:f 
economic wealth and 1nfl~t1on, which are by-products of exploding populations, 
will inevitably make "extended :families" (:families together in a group marr1-
~age) the only practical way of 11v1ng.22 Rimmer feels that ultimately monog-
amous ma1rriage will not be the only le.gal, sanctioned form of marriage. There 
will be bigamous m~rriages, and there will he open-end marriages 1n which each 
pertner has a relationship outside the m~rria~e.23 Also, Rimmer 1s very 
interested in the conoe~t of open-end monogamous marriage, and many couples, 
particularly at t~e ~r~duate and f4culty levels of colleges and unive~s1t1es, 
are experimenting, but he wonders, without any particul~r structure to guide 
them, how they will handle the interpersonal problem. He does not think an 
uninstructed situation would last too long. However, he does not believe that 
bigamy or group m~rria~e 1s always the answer. There should not be any one 
alternate lifestyle, but many. He feels pluralism 1s the s~lvation ot 
19Ri~mer, Proposition 31. P• 166. 
· 20ib1d., P• 167. 
~ 21B1mmer, The Harrad Experiment. P• 284. 
~2Psychology Today. "Rimmer Conversation." p. 62, 
)Ibid., P• 57. 
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soc1ety~24 
Rimmer contends th~t mono~amous marriage, because it limits the oppor-
~tunity to know even one other pe~son or have one other friend becomes a 
cropper on the natural yearning of the human sou1.2S However, monogamy can 
survive deteriorating interpersonal adjustments, because if nothing else, 
children c4n give the ~elat1onsh1p a sense of purnose. e~-inonogamym.v~cane 
•••~t-~wlth•:nt, I•llP&1tent sense of purpose. Perhaps even three people in a 
bigamous relationship ca~ survive without some sense of exterior mission. 
But no group of four or more peo~le can work, live, or love without some ex-
. ternal input on which they agree.26 It is true too that we live in a world 
that sanctifies monogamy but is humorously permissive in its attitude toward 
adult~ry.27 
Rimmer feels that in ~roup marriage the members can work all their lives 
at one ~oal, that is, being each other. What they achieve between themselves 
they can multiply. It's more than being your brother's keeper. It's being 
~your brother.28 Group marriage creates a much more vital lite for the indi-
viduals involved. It is ~n qdventure and we have very little adventure in 
our 11ves. It enlqr~es your life.29 
Most ~roup marriage members h4Ve upper-middle class origins. The young 
faculty members of many colleges and universities 4re very wide awake to ex-
perimentation, ~nd many are involved in group marriages. Also, Rimmer feels 
. 
that group marria~e 1s superior to monogamy because if you have a group 
marriage, the home of the other couple becomes your home, and you now see 
another home operating with different anproaches to life and to hwean relation-
ships.JO Further~ore, group marriage will not work unless you begin with 
re~sonably happy monogamous marriages. You can not solve your ~eurotic 
24Ibid., PP• 59-61. 
25Rimmer, Proposition 31. P• 113. 
~ 26Psychology Today, •a1mmer Conversation". P• 64. 
27R1mmer, Proposition 31. P• 64. 28Rimmer, The Harrad Experiment. p. 262. 
29psychology Today, "Rimmer Conversation". P• ?8. 
30ib1d., P• 78. 
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problems in a ~roup marr1age1 you just accentuate them.Jl 
Rimmer visualizes two couples coming together 1n grouR marriages rather 
"""· than four indiv1du~ls somehow merging because 1n most cases they woul~ prob-
ably first spend about 10 years in monogamous marriage, then in their JO's 
move into ~roup marriage. He does not feel a group marriage 1s for the 201 s. 
There is a mono~amous phase 1n man's life. There 1s a phase of discovering 
yourself one-to-one. The major childbearing would g9 on during the monogamous 
period, althou~h there might be some children later. As a matter or fact, it 
would help to weld the group together 1f .e~ch wite had one ch~ld by the other 
husband.)2 He also feels that anyone trying communal marriage must succeed 
within their present environment, us1n~ all the artifacts of their culture, 
bending them to their ~eeds, ~nd not vice versa. They would only reject 
values which din not oontr.1bute to their basic need as a group fam1ly.JJ 
Rimmer does not think that sex is all there 1s to life, but he believes 
there's a natural male drive ~nd probably a female one to_ experience sex., and 
~through it f~1endsh1p and communication with more than one person of the 
opposite sex. Monagamy has created an unnecessary and artificial barrier to 
that need.34 Some books are written about sex. Some are written about love. 
B1mmer•s books are about friendship, the sine qua non of both sex and love. 
Since, in its fullest flowering, friendship 1s a learned response rather than 
a genital reaction, the cerebral ability to sustain friendship may bring man 
closer to God thqn sex or lo~e. ~immer purposes a solution which may be the 
only -way the individual can make his technologies and his society serve him 
for complete self-actu~11z~t1on.35 Also, R1~mer contends that any two people 
reach a high point when they are not only aware that their passion and coupling 
are good, but when they hold within themselves something over and above sex. 
This 1s that they are fr1ends.36 
10 
Rimmer feels that Western man must take the long step away from primitive 
emotions of hate and jealously and le4rn the meanin~ of love and loving as a 
~dynamic process. Such a process would counteract the decadence that 1s slowly 
inf11trat1n~ our society.37 
Rimmer purposes establishing a colle~e where heterosexual couples would 
share the s~me quarters. This college would provide the· blueprint for a new 
sexually oriented aristocracy of individual men and women who were free of 
sexual inhibitions, repressions, and hate, and were thoroughly educated into 
the meaning ~nd the art of love as distinguished from the purely sexual re-
lationship. Rimmer expects this program, if it continued in existence for any 
length of time, could lead to a healthy development in marital patterns for 
many of its ~raduates. According to his predictions, a goodly percentage of 
the student body would ultimately become involved 1n monogamous marriage. Also, 
there is the possibility that others would become involved in a close and 
lasting friendship with another couple of the same back~round. Because these 
~two couples would have had their college and intellectual training in an 
atmosphe~e of controlled sexual freedom, t~ey would be equipped to realize the 
many ~dvanta~es of enterin~ into a ~roup marriage.38 
Althou~h this above proposal may seem startling, a start must be made 
somewhere. Too much is at stake to ·permit our basic social and family patterns 
to drift· on the currents of haphazard marr~age and distorted sex relations. 
Also, in this proposal, Rimmer feels that heterosexual relations among strangers 
. would be very nonsatisfy1ng relationships. However, he actually assumes that 
a love requirement will occur concomitantly or prior to any actual sexual 
relationship.39 Furthermore, at this college they have the opportunity to 
know and-understand more than one person of the opposite sex intimately and 
develop emotional relations~1ps with them that are far more mature than any 
similar relationships occur1ng 1n what would be termed a normal premarital 
~, _______ _ 
5~R1mmer, The Harrad Experiment. P• 1 
39
Ib1d •, p·. J-4 • 
Ibid., P• 15. 
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environment.40 
Rimmer feels h1s colle~e would be better for picking mates 1n general 
~because it provides the male and female an exposure to many potential husbands 
and wives and gives them an opportunity to indulge their natural sexual desire 
and curiosity without fea~ and furtiveness. This college would also show that 
the individual human being is ultimately good. Jealousy 1s within our own 
control. It's strictly a man-made emotion. Love and sex are two different 
concepts, interrelated but impossible of satisfactory existence also. You can 
love man in general, but to really enjoy the peak experience of sex with one 
specific person, you must know that 1nd1v1dual, d.eeply and emotionally,1n a 
thorou~h empathetic contaot based on a desire to rationally understand the 
other person smd care for him. If individual men can be taught to make t~e ::, 
effort, they can le~rn to love other human beings in a brand new way that 
gives the m~le ~nd female security and value 1n each other's eyes.41 
Rimmer feels that at h1s college the young people will learn that from 
-1'1111\ -~ach person they will make love with, they will leam something. The basic 
fact they will learn 1s that the act of sexual congress 1s s1mply·not so death-
defying, all encompassing serious. It 1s not the alpha and omega of marriage 
or love. It's fun, The really wonderful thing about it 1s1 if you come to 
the act of love defenseless, willing to give yourself to another person, and 
the other person sh~res this feelin~ then for a !ew moments in your life it's 
possible to be wholly and·completely the real you. If two people make love 
this way, 4nd stop play1ng·rol~s with e~ch other, and can enjoy. and accept 
each other for the frightened little people they really are--then sexual 
intercourse becomes q, WSJ.Y of saying "I am·•·for a moment no longer me, .I am 
you1 1142 
Rimmer says the fgm11y is crucial and stays. Synergamy would be a formal, 
church-s~nctioned marital re1at1onsh1p which can be embraced not so much as a 
~ 
legal form of marriage but as an emotional committment, preferably in the form 
40 
41 
Ibid., p. 1.3.3 • 
42
Ib1d., pp.40-1. 
Ibid., ~P. 135-6. 
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or a church ceremony that would g1v~ an -ordinary adulterous or marital re-
1Bt1onsh1p a st~tus a~propr1~tely equ4l to the first marr1~ge co~m1ttment.t~;b 
~-a perfectly operatin~ synergamous m~rT1age, the spouses would enter into one 
secondqry committm·ent that would t'lke responsibility for ~ny possible addition-
al children, ~nd would enlarge, not destroy, the original monogamous marriage. 
The second spouse would live in the home of the primary spouse a portion or 
the week and accept love and involvement in the primary relationship. s·yner-
gamous m~rriages would le84 to group marriages ultimately.4) Rimmer would 
involve the church because he feels th~t ultimately the church has got to come 
to grips with alternRte life-styles, particularly when they suppo.t a strong 
family structure. He also thinks that man needs something to lean on. 
Rimmer believes that a church ceremony is necess~ry because people need some 
kind of structure . to guide their social interaction, and they instinctively 
need to make •~comm1ttment 1n some form. The combination of structure and 
comN1tment keeps many families together.44 Moreover, Rimmer feels that people 
·~can not mf:lke their own oom~itment in priv~te bec~use they are in an adulterous 
relationship. The pressures of secrecy gnd guilt, and the way you live, grad-
uslly mqke it intenable. Your guilt feelings become destructive. You can not 
easily fit a second relationship into the pe~spect1ve of your life.45 
Many people who he~r about the proposals of .dobert a1mmer feel that he is 
trying to undermine the family structure of this country. However, he believes 
that strong family structure is R sine qua non of social ex1stence. He claims 
that the trouble with the majority of homes 1n the United States today is that 
they are not f~milies, they are simply households, most of them sust~1ned by 
three or four people, including parents and c•hildren.46 
In preindustri~l society, intimate contacts were sustained by primary 
groups. The only vestige of the ~ro·1p which still remg,1ns is the nuclear 
~:~Ps1chology Today, "Rimmer Conversation." p. 59, 
45
Ibid., P• 59. 
46Ib1d., P• 59. Ibid., P• 62. 
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family. The family still functions as a mechanism for sustaining intimate 
cont~ct. But where the extended family of pr~1ndustr1al society contained 
~many adults, 9.?ld gave them many opportunities for intimate contact, the modern 
nuclear falllily contains two adults. This means that each of these adults has 
at most one intimate cont~ct within his family. Rimmer believes that intimate 
contacts ~re essent1~1 fo~ ~uman survival, and, indeed, that each person re-
quires not one, but sever~l given int1m~te contacts at any one time. He teels 
that the primary groups which sustained 1ntim~te contacts were an essential 
functional p~rt of traditional social systems, and that since they are now 
obsolete it is essential that we invent new social mechanisms, consistent 
~ 
~ 
with the d1reot1on that society is taking, and yet able to sustain the intimate 
cont~cts which we need.47. Also, R1mme~ believes that even if his ideas do not 
at first succeed, his way of life will survive. In R society th~t largely 
neg4tes. the 1nd1vidu~l this_ is the ~ay for human surv1va1.48 Rimmer visual-
izes the present day group m~Triage people as the pl~centa, the plank to 
bridge the impossible an~ bring it to life. Is not that the essence of America 
too? While we have split the United States into two opposing camps, those 
who disagree .with us are dreaming of a past that not longer exists. The fun-
damentalist preachers, who state catetorically that corporate marriage 1s a 
blasphemy, the psycholo~ists and p~ych1atr1sts, who insist that man is still 
too primitive for this kind of emotional adjustment, the l~wyers, who claim 
that even if ~roup m~rr1age beoomes a law the legal problems oan never be sur-
mounted, the industrialists, who shiver a little when they re4lize a group 
family can live quite comfortably w1th fewer a~tomobiles, appliances, and 
television sets (and have less time or motivation to look at.l'TV) 1 the faith-
ful romanticists, who point with pride to their years of absolute fidelity to 
a monogam~us marr1Bge (extolling the sufficiency of two peo~le triumphant 
against the world)1 and the prurient snickers who conceive corporate marriage 
as licensed lust--all these 9re of the same breed. They were alive, too, , 
:~Rimmer, Proposition Jl, P• 185, 
Ibid., P• viii. 
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when the great adventurers were explor~ng a flat ocean .cmd daring to sail off 
the world into hell. They lived in Puritan England, preferring frustration at 
~home to joinin~ their brothers of ~reater vision who took oft for a new world. 
Al\ 
They lived when the first few families dared to cross the country in a covered 
wagon only to arrive 1n California, 4nd discover even more daring men, who, 
believing 1n their God, had fled Mexico and were here before them. And 
they exist today 1n an even more frightening form--people and their leaders 
. 
who would rather destroy the world than take the greater adventure and pene-
trate the jungle of petty nationalistic virtue. Even though the exploratiob 
of space remains, there remains a vast adventure ro·r those challanged to the 
conquest of man's physical environment, it is an adventure for the few. In 
place of the substitute adventures of drugs and the thousands of mechanical 
escape mechanisms cre~ted by man to fill the growing voids of his new freedom 
from work, ~immer offe~s the greatest challenge and adventure of them all---
to discover one anothe~ as human beings.49 
· fhe next part of this p~per will deal with the fact that my theological 
perspective regarding human sexual behavior (in the area of extramarital sexJ 
is bases on the Scriptures. Through . the Scriptures God gives us instructors 
regarding His will for us. The Scriptures constitute His Word to men, center-
ing in the revelation of Himself in the person and .work of Jesus Christ for 
our salvation. Through the Scriptures God continues to speak to men 1n all 
ages. Also, they are the inspired Word of God. Only through the process ot 
the Holy Spirit working 1n me, arrtI able to believe 1n faith that this Word 
of God is true. 
My theological perspective definitely speaks about the moral inferences 
or •extramarital intercourse or sex." The Scriptures, which are the basis tor 
my theological perspective, ~quate "extramarital intercouse or sex:" with 
adultery. The Old Testament viewed adultery as a serious si·n, oriented as 1t 
was toward a concern for progeny and the purity of the family's bloodline. 
Not only w~s it forbidden 1n both versions of the Decaimgue, 1n Exodus 20114 
and Deuteronomy 5118, but also Leviticus 20110 specifically prescribed the 
.. 
49Ib1d., PP• 2?0-1. 
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death penalty as its punishment.SO 
The one-sided understanding of adultery in the Old Testament law was not 
specifically broadened in the prophetic writings, which were not altogether 
silent on the subject. Hosea had numerous references to 9.dultery, with 
respect both to Gomer's infidelity and to Israelit,e life as a whole (Hosea 
2:2-3; 3111 411-2,12-14; 714). The prophet listed adultery among the indict-
ments which Yahweh directed against the whole na tion, and not only symbol-
ically, in their worship of pagan gods. r he adultery in Isaiah (57•3-5,7-8) 
was with the prostitutes of the pagan shrines, but it ,rss also infidelity to 
Yahweh. Jeremiah again and again used the sy~bol of adultery for Israel's 
apostasy (Jeremiah 311-2,6-91 5•7-91 7•9r 29123; 23111,141 13126,27). The 
mixture in these passages o adultery as a symbol of f aithlessness to the God 
of the covenant and adultery as a literal act, relations with other women, is 
striking. Ezekiel spoke entirely of adultery in reference to the nation as a 
whole, though the symbolism is ~uch that cult sexuality was obviously in the 
prophet's mind (Ezekil l 16131-341 23137-45). Proverbs makes it clear that 
9.dultery as intercourse with ia mttrri~d woman was a crir.ie (Proverbs 6123-32).51 
Malachi J:5 felt both parties involved in ~dulterous intercourse were to be 
killed. Job 31:11 c,qlls adult ery a _"Heinous crime." In concluding the 
Old Testament d~ta one must note th~t it presents ,adultery not primarily as 
marital infidelity, but as trespass1n~ upon the rights of t he male.52 
The New Testa~ent views the relationship differently. All marital in-
fidelity, male or fem-'\le , was iadult":!:-ous. The whole sexuality of man was 
1nternaliz,ed smd pliaced in the context of motivation. Anyone who had lustful 
desires toward a person of the opposite sex outside of m4rriage was a lready 
guilty of adultery (Matthew 5•27-2q). ·This is because the things that defile 
come from within the heart. "Out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, 
ad,ultery, fornication, theft, f ake witness, slander" (Matthew 15:19). Or, as 
50cole, Sex and Love in the Bible. PP• 318-9. 
~~Ibid., pn. 322-8. 
Ibid., PP• 328-31. 
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Mark put it, "All these evil thin~s co~e from within, and they defile a man• 
(Mark 7,23). The apostle Paul sa1d the s~me thing 1n his appeal to the Jews 
~in Romans, "You then who te~ch others, will you not teach yourself? While 
you preach against stealing, do you steal? You who say that one must not 
commit adultery, do you commit adultery?• (Romans 2121-22). 
So far does the New Testament extend the 1mderstanding of marriage and 
its binding force that "Whoever m~rr1es a divorced woman commits adultery" 
(.Matthew 5132), and "everyone who divorces his wife and marries another woman . 
commits adultery" (Luke 16118). Suffice 1t to say here that sex relations were 
clearly to be confined to monogamous m~rriage. Christians especially must 
beware of falling into adultery, for they then became like the dog returning 
.-·- 1J·o its vomit or the wq,shed sow wallow1n'J 1n the mire, and "the last state has 
become worse for them than the first" (2 Peter 2122,20)53 Still further, 
adultery was~atr1ctly prohibited by law (John 812-5). Adultery is used of 
religious d.1sloy~lty and harlotry in Revelation 2122. Once more, the New 
~ 
Testgment sweeps aside the old double standard and applies the same ~equire-
ment. to both sexe~.54 
The ultimate argument from the Scriptures for forsaking adulte~y 1s that 
I am commited to a "person". This pe-rson possess me, and yet, he does not 
dominate me. Jesus Christ does not use me for His own ends and He still gives 
me pleasure, joy, and self-fulfillment that I could not possibly find any other 
way. 
The idea of a "personal relationship to Christ" is somewhat difficult to 
describe. In fact, the phrase can e~sily become a ol1che1 but the B1ble makes 
it plain that wh~t Christ did for the world is no cl1ohe. The Bible makes it 
plain that when a Christian repents of h1s sin and believes in Christ, someth1~ 
hapi>ens. He 1s born again. He becomes a new person. He turns from one way 
~ of living and one set of values (1.e., m~ter1al1sm) to a completely new outlook 
~:Ibid., PP• J28-J1. 
Ibid., p. .3.31. 
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and way of being. The Christian's body 1s not his own, but God's. This body 
becomes the ·dwelling pl9.ce of the Holy Sp-irit Himself. God bought this body 
~with a great price, the shed blood of Jesus Christ. 
The following part of this paper will deal with specific theologians 
views concerning human s~x11al behavior ( in the area of extramarital sex). It 
will be divided into two parts. First, I will discuss writings before 1962 · 
pertaining to my specific topic. Second, I will discuss writings which have 
taken pl~ce since 1962. 
Bailey believes that the law of God governing the relations between men 
and women is simply stated in Genesis 21241 •Therefore shall a m~n leave his 
father ~nd his mother, ~nd shall cleave unto his wifes and they shall be one 
flesh". i sAlthbugh~the,~.union.! tn II one flesh" 1s a physical union establ 1shed by 
sexual intercourse 1t involves at the same time the whole being, and affects 
the personality at the deepest level. It is a union of the entire man and the 
entire woman. In it they become a new and distinct unity, wholly different 
~from and set over ~gainst other human relational unities, such as the family 
~ 
or the races to bring into existence the "one flesh" a man must leave his 
father and his mother. Yet husband and wife in their union remain indissolublJ 
one with all aflesh"---with the th1n~s which are passing away, and this "fleshy 
character ot the henosis sets a term to its life1 it endures until death, but 
in heaven there 1s neither marrying nor giving in marr1ag~.55 
Bailey 1s very strongly against adultery. He says th~t is why both 
Church and secular community have been prepared to allow divorce for adultery. 
He feels that the very fact of its occurrence constitutes acceptable evidence 
that the marriage has failed, and there is usually good reason for considering 
its rehabilitation improbable.56 Also 1n Engagement ans Marriage, the authors 
po1nt~;out that God ordained mR-rr1q,~e for ma.n's good. (Gan. 2118-25) and gave 
the co!Dmandment "Thou~-: shalt not com!!!it adultery" 1n order to safeguard 
marr1ege.5? According to Bailey, Jesus felt that every act of infidelity 
,ss-.itiy·~~'The M;tster,:rar~~tavtf?:a11d~;Mirrlag·e, pi~e91 .,~.r~:·, r:,~ .l~-~~~,.·:.:: . I ··r.::i•·.4 
56-I-b-14·•··,- ·P·•--•81-•·· ---
57Engagement ~nd Marriage. P• 20 
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merited the same severe oensure, and could, therefore, ~e justly termed 
"adultery.• No other word sould so clearly expose the true character of the 
~sin which severed the union of man and woman 1n "one flesh."58 Capper and 
Williams include adultery under their disorder section in thairbook Heirs 
Together. They define adultery ~s a break of a solemn legal contract, 1t 
clearly commences to invalidate the ma~riage bond and to render it a broken 
thing. True marriage must be undertaken QS an exclusive relationship.59 
In Sex and the Church, the ~uthors describe adultery as an act of infidel-
ity on the part of a married person, either husband or wife. It has 'been main~ 
tained, however, that in the Old Testament a husband's sexual relations with 
another woman, provided she were unmarried, were not considered.adulterous, 
that the wife alone could be chqrged.with adultery. But such a double stan-
dard. 1n sex morality is not a divine directive or teaching in the Old 
Testament. It is rather 4 recorded social phenomenon that has persisted 
throughout the Middle East until the present day and th~t has h4d a pronounced 
1111\eftect on our Western sex standards. However, the Old Testament references 
thgt accord the mM greater latitude in sexual matters than the woman are to 
be regarded as reflecting the mores or that time which the peoplefofc6odooen-
fronted and which the Word of God eventually brought under control and then 
eliminated. There is evidence, for example, that at Hosea's time the Lord 
held man and woman ·equally responsible. In Hosea 4114 the Lord says that He 
will not punish the women for their immorality bec~use the men themselves gave 
their wives and d~ughters a bad example by their unchastity. Still the real 
offense in adultery, whether committed by m~n or ~oman, is against God is 
shown by such references as Gen. 39•7-91 Ex. 201141 Deut. 51181 2 Sam. 121131 
Ps 51141 Prov. 6123-29. This, of course is also the evident conclusion from 
the many references to God's rejection of idolatry under the symbol of adultery~ 
58Ba1ley, The Mlstery of Love and Marriage. p. 91, 
~
6
S9capper and Wiliams, Heirs To5ether. p. 69. 
Osex and the Church. PP• 21-2. 
Fidelity is~ very important concept in m~rr1age, too. 19 It is demanded 
from all lovers from the very moment they accept their vocation and know that 
thenceforth their lives are uound together in a single destiny. Even 1n the 
~ . 
case of a unilateral love--e~perience an obligation to remain faithful to the 
mediator or mediatr1x of the vision.may be regarded as absolute and lite-long. 
The essence of fidelity may be said to consist 1n treating as unconditional in 
its own sphere the claim which (under God) lovers1ueven~ltled to make one 
upon the other, and in the ordering of their lives with constant reference to, 
w 
the single centre around which (under God) their individual person lives re-
volve--the i~ea of love which they h~ve built up, which relational experience, 
and to which they are bound in ~llegiance.61 
Capper and Williams feel that in marriage Christian love reveals itself 
in the form of conjugal faithfulness. It 1s not simply that there is continued 
respect for the legal bond which has been contracted, or that the marriage 
service has caused ce~ta1n vows to be publicly taken. But, like all truly 
~ Christian conduct, it is a deeper thing of the heart and mind. The Christian 
recognizes that the other person i~ the divinely provided "complement," both 
in the experiences of sex ~nd also 1n the whole of life. Reverence for the 
partner in Christian marriage should evervbe deepening as new lessons or 11fe 
• 
are learnt. It is not simply a matter or keeping the vow of "until death do us 
part," but- of recognizing end experiencing the divine decree "and they two shall 
be qne flesh .• n62 Also, they feel that the Christian standard of marriage 1s 
. 
based on the 1nteo;'!'1ty of the human person!9.l ity. Men and women are equal and 
reciprocal, and the human personality it not to be tampered with, either before 
marriage or ~t.ter it. This standard, then, necessarily demands absolute chas-
tity before ma~r1age and absolute loyalty to each other afterwards "till death 
do us p11rt.1163 
Fields thinks of mono~amy and lifelong faithfulness to his spouse not 
~merely as a pgttern that is followed by respectable people, but as a standard 
g~Baile7, The M{ster1 of .Love and M~rria;e• PP• 21-22. 
6 
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established by God Himself, and to which he 1s unalterably committed. Marriage 
to him 1s !the free '!Oceptance of e. bond." He is not thereby made blind to 
~the physicRl attractiveness of women other than his wife, but the possibility 
of mu1n~ love to them 1s ruled out in advance. One big decision makes a host 
of minor decisions unnecessary. Free love~ like pr1v~te m~rriage, is a con-
tradiction in terms, for conjugal love in many directions is real love in 
none .64 Also, Christian marria..~e 1s the flowing together of two lives and the 
surrender of the whole person, one to the other. This personal attraction and 
personal trust 1s the precondition of marriage and its one-flesh union. It 
forms the true foundation for monogamy.65 Moreover, in Eng!5ement and Marriage) 
the authors feel that Jesus strongly emphasizes the union of one woman and one 
man and thus implies mono~amy (Mark 1016-9).66 
Luther thinks of marriage as the union of two peo~le 1s clearly shown in 
many of his statements. What 1s marr14ge? M~rriage is fi.11 ·eternal and oHerJy 
joining to~ether of one man and one woman. I say, the union of one man and one 
'411\ woman, not many, because God says thlit two shall be one flesh.. For a man to 
have several wives is against the natural law. Luther's opinion was that God 
All\ 
. 
permitted polygamy because of the weakness of. man but that Christ in His teach~ 
1ng went bR.ck to monpgamy. The church followed Christ. The constitutional 
character of mono~arny can not be annulled. While polygamy may have its place 
among non-Chr1st1ans, for Christians God has ordered monogamy. Abraham did 
not commit edultery by leading a deeent life with his second wife also. 
Abraham was a true Christian. His example dare not be condemned. It 1s true, 
one dare not make any laws out ot the beh~vior of our forefathers, but one may 
not make sin out of their examples. He seems t·o reduce the matter to custom., 
saying that 1n those lands it was customary to take more than one wife.67 
·~---··-This section will treat theological wr1t1n~s that discuss extramarital sex 
that hqve been written since 1962. First, the Judaeo-Chr1stian sexual code 
~4
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received one of its hardest looks by a group of eleven British Quakers, in-
cluding s1x·e1ders 1n the Religious Society of Friends, in Towards a Quaker 
~ View of Sex published "as a contribution to thought on an important subject•. 
-
This led them to a straightforw~rd conviction. •1r Christianity is a true 
faith there can be no ultimate contradiction between what it demands of us and 
what 1n practice works--works toward human fulfillment. We have no hesitation 
in taking every now and then an empirical approach--to ask, for instance whether 
to have a variety of sexual partners does 1n fact weaken intimate relations 
d d 
J\ . 
an , estroy a community. Also, in their findings they felt it possible to say 
a ~ood word for the •enternal triangle", 1t just •may arise from the fact 
that the very experience of loving one person w"ith depth and· perception may 
sensitize a mq_n or woman to the lovable qualii 1es in others •• 68 
A best-selling British clergyman writes, "The decisive thing in moral 
judgment is not the line itself between marital and extramarital sex, but the 
presence or absence of love at the deepest level•. Sweazey believes that this 
~ 1s so obviously true that we may have to reflect before we recognize it as the 
same plea~ that h4s been used to excuse every adultery since rationalizing 
began. All that 1s new in this new morality is the new vocabulary ~nd the new 
degree of confusion. Also, Sweazey responds to the following question, If 
~ 
no one gets hurt, wh~t•s wrong with it?" His answer 1s that someone does get 
hurt--what 1s wrong 1s the damaged personalities of two humvi beings. Man is 
not an animal, ~nd all his pTo~ress may increase, but can never decrease, the 
deeply personal aspects of sex. He further adds that the sex radicals of two 
generations qgo used the expression "free love" to embody the same confusion 
that exists in modern terminology. What is meant by "f~ee love" is really 
loose love. Loose love and genuinely free love are exact opposites. It 1s 
only in the lifelong loyalty to one person that love has a chance to ~xplore 
the heights and depths and find its full expression. This is a freedom that 
is lost 1n the cramped bondage of compulsive sex. Loose love lessens sens1-
68Towards A Quaker View of Sex. PP• 10, 20. 
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tivity. Experiment does not necessarily add to experience. The range of 
feeling is not increased by touching f1re.69 
Walter Wegner says thq_t if we are correct in viewing the union of Adam 
and Eve of Genesis 1 and 2 as the family as God wants it to be, then there cam 
be no doubt about the fact that the marriage held up for the emulation of 
ancient Israel was a monogamous one. A survey of t ·he fAm1ly in Old Testamen~ 
history will make abundantly clear that marriage practice in ancient Israel 
did not always match God's plan of one man and one women 1n marriage.· Not 
only Genesis 1 and 2 hut also other portions of the Old Testament similarly 
represent the monogamous pattern of the first couple 1n the Garden of Eden 
and constitute a call away from polygamy. For the Christian, the interpreta-
tion given· by J ·esus 1n M~tt. 19 • 3-9 1s def 1nit~. 70 
Helmut Begemann sees the Old Testament statements on marriage, on hon-
oring parents, and on the prohibition of adultery as being closely related not 
only to the welfqre of the tribes and the nat1on.71 
Soren Kierkegaard shocked many of his contemporaries in the last century 
by SU-C!:~est1ng thSJ.t within marriage there hg,s probably been more ''adultery" than 
outside matrimony. His words continue to surprise people today. They are in 
flagrant contradiction with the common idea that the institution of marriage is 
the legal1z4tion of sexual intercourse between the partners regardless of their 
attitude. His point, however, is that also in marriage· love needs to be 
deepened and sex to become more fully integrated into the whole of life and 
the human personality. Sex 1n marriage 1s dehumanizing if the partners use 
each other merely for the S4tisf·act1on of their own desires or Just for the 
purpose of reproduction. If sexual intercourse fails to express.a growing 
love and concern of~ truly personal nature, marriage in some way has become 
the legitimation of adultery. Therefore 1t 1s necessary to pay attention to 
the humanization of sex within marriage.?2 
~~------'-
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Walter Bartling says he will risk being misunderstood by stating badly 
and boldly that ther~ is no such thing as a Biblical view of marriage. There 
~ aserat~best.i-.ltbi1eal resources for a discussion of marriage. However, 
Bartling stands by the one man end one wife marriage concept when he says that 
the words of Christ ~re absolute so that an intrusion of a third_party is 
wrong.73 Also, in this same issue of CTM, Coiner feels that marriage as in-
stituted. by G.od 1s a sacred gift which is to be kept secure from violation or 
profanation. . God• s .judgment rests on the repud 1at ion of a spouse. Also, he 
states thgt adultery or mo1che1a basically means unfaithfulness to the marital 
commitment.74 
Furnish points out that in I Corinthians the apostle makes fairly direct 
use of the .o. T. in his ethical teaching. The Genesis text about man and 
woman becoming "one flesh" (Gen. 2124) 1s quoted exactly 1n I Cor. 6116 in 
ordP-r to ~efute the notion evidently held by the Corinthian ~•spir1tists" that 
what one does with his body has no bearing on his relationship to Christ. It 
""'· is not surprising to find that slightly more th4n 40% of the scriptu•al texts 
Paul employs in ethical oont~Y.ts are drawn from the Torah. The remainder comes, 
almost equally, from the ~rophets (virtually always 2nd Isaiah), the Psalms, 
and Proverbs. Also, it is noteworthy that Paul never quotes the o. T. "in 
extenso" for the -purpose of developing a pattern of conduc~. Except for a few 
instances in which a catena of passages from several different scriptural 
contexts is assembled, the citations are alwqys brief. Moreover, and of even 
gre~ter.s1gn1f1cance, they are never casu1st1cally interpreted or elaborated.75 
Furthermore, the O. T. 1s not a so11rce for Paul• s ethical teaching in that it 
provides him rules, aphorisms, maxims, and proverbs. Rather, it is a source 
for his eth1c~l -teaching in that it provides him with a perspective from which 
he interprets the whole event of God's act 1n Christ, and the concomitant and 
conseauent cl~1m God m~kes on the believer.76 
~ . -
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For Thielicke, ~dultery requires a personal act of infidelity, a betrayal 
of a fellowship based upon fidelity by entering into another relationship. 
"'Therefore mar~iage 1nf1del1ty requires the interruption of the psychophysical 
fellowship by means of another psychophysical experience. When the tiermon on 
the Mount s~ys "Eve~y one who looks ~ta woman lustfully has already committed 
adultery with her in his heart" (Matt. 5128), it 1s calling attention to this 
personal side of ~dultery and saying that it is the really decisive element. 
For what it is saying is that in adultery it 1s not prim~rily the body or the 
genitals that are involved, but rather the heart. ln the language of the 
Bible, however, the heart always mevis the personal center. ~his 1s why the 
infidelity can begin way back there where the physical consUJJ)ation of an adul-
try does not occur atlall. Paul, too, agrees with this 1n 1·cor. 6116 when he 
speaks of becoming "one body" with a prostitute. '!'he porneia breaks into the 
personal center. For soma, in contrast to sarx, 1s a synonym for the psycho-
physic~l ego itself.77 
• 
"" In the New Testament, adulteryfa~a1n listen in catalogue fashion with 
other forms of disobedience, such as idolatry, fornication, homosexuality, 
gree~, drunkenness, thievery (I Cor. 619-10). Accordingly, there can be no 
doubt that Paul regards adultery as a s1n and a perversion of the order of 
human existence willed by (;od. Also, there a.re subtle forms of breaking a 
ma~r1ege which are more gr~ve than the physical act of adultery. ~ut the 
opposite 1s ~lso trues the phys1o~l ~ct of adultery need not in every case 
seriously impugn a marriage which is still sound so far assublle human contact 
is concerned. riere a couple's knowledge that they pe~anently belong together 
and are meant for each other (in an altogether earthly, erotic sensel) makes 
it possible for them to overlook intimate, but p~ss1ng alliances, bec~use 
they are sure that the other party will always come back home.78 
lin extramarital intercourse there is a denial of one of the essential pur-
~ poses of sexuality, n~mely, 9 personal relationship designed to be permanent 
77Thiel1cke, Ethics of Sex. P• 259. 
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and the willingness to accept the office of parenthood. This unwillingnass 
ceases to exist to the degree that one regards the union as being merely tempor• 
~ary and therefore as a momentary pleasure, consequently and to the degree that 
one excludes the element of responsibility and thus, parenthood. S1nce 1n the 
human realm the l 1bido always tends to build up ant. "ideological superstructure 
the result in persons who are not altogether primitive in nature is almapt 
always a physiologically induced illusion that there are deeper affections or 
even some personal elements 1n the relationship. ~he libido is such that 1t 
generates such w1sh-ima~es, partly because it achieves the maximum of its ec-
static potentialities when it is directed, not merely partially to the body 
(or merely to certain zones of the body) but rather to the totality of the 
other person, gnd partly because the element~l tendency of man is toward the 
communication of this kind of make-believe. In any case, a relationship within· 
the realm of sex which does not aim at permanence invites this self-critical 
question. Sexu411ty loses its essential nature when it is practiced outside 
~ of m4rr1age with no resp~ct for th~ personhood of the other partner (thus 
failing to be "love" in the full sense and refuses to accept parenthood).79 
For Thielicke the key in a marital relationship is agape. Agape regards ,, 
the existence-for-the-other-person" as the foundation of all fellow humanity, 
and that it re~~rds man as be1n~ detenn1ned by his neighbor, it becomes appar-
ent th~t unde~ the ~ospel there 1s a clear trend toward monogamy. Because the 
wife is a "nei~hbor," the husband cannot live out his own sex nl:lture without 
existing for her sex nature 4nd withoue respecting the unique importance which 
he himself must h~ve for the phys1c4l and ne~sonal wholeness of the feminine 
sex nature. ·J:his postulq,te of 9.'Jctpe does not mean thg,t the sexual 1s merely 
to be lifted to a h1~her ethic~l pl~ne and thus subjected to regulation from 
the outside and from above, but ralher that it 1s alre4dy in fundamental 
accord with the lctw of "mutual compliance" within the realm of the libido and 
~tbus 1s really in ~ccord with nAture itself. But in spite of this clear affin-
?9 Ibid • , p • 201 • 
~ 
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1ty of monogamy with the gospel, we have intentionally spoken of a trend to-
ward monogamy that comes with the gospel. Wh-t we mean to express by the use 
of this term, which a~~e4~s to be a qualification, is that monogamy 1s not 
simply "~iven" when one becomes a Christ14n, but rather that it "becomes• the 
some form of relationship. 
Here 1t is oharqcteristio that the Bible contains no references to this 
connection which c~n be quoted in so many words. The Old Testament does not, 
since it reco~n1zes poly~amy. In the New Testarnent--except with respect to 
bishops (I Tim. J12r Titus l16Q7)--the problem is not mentioned al all. So we 
cannot speak of there being a "law" that dem~nds monogamy. All the more, then, 
a-re wa prompted to ask how it W!iS that Christia.nity arrived at t ·he completely 
unambiguous decision to ~ive monogamy the preDogat1ve of being the Christian 
form of marriq~e. 
The masculine sex entelechy, in contrast to that of the woman, has a poly-
gamous tendency, then the autonomy of ·eros within a society which is -determined 
""by the primacy Ot the man would lead us to expect a trend toward polygamy, 
.. 
And since long periods of history, 1nclud1n~ church history, are characterized 
by the primacy of the man, it is surprising that Christianity very emphatically 
allowed no room, not even the sli~htest, for this expected tendency. 
This Christian decision 1n favor of mono~amy 1s certainly not to be ex-
plained .«iS a concl1.1sion of a "naturSJ.l theology". For as 9. rule, natural the-
ology tends to re~4rd what 1s given ~nd desired as natural, so that one can 
easily fi~ure out what a m~le-dominated society would h4ve produced in the way 
of a "naturf:ll theology" on this sub.1ect. dince direct biblical injunctions also 
were not the basis for the formation of definitely monogamous customs, we must 
supnose that q_uite different motives were at work. These can be found only in . 
the new Christian orientation of personal commun1ty--and thus the marriage re-. 
lationship too-upon a~ape. iven in pri~it1ve Christ14nity the undisputed prim-
~acy of the man in society and the family was limited by the requi~ement that 
the man should love his wife. But agape in its New Testament sense means to 
exist for the othe~ pe~son end enter into his life in a very realistic way. 
If this 1s not to be thou~ht of ~s bein~ merely a univerallly human, diluted. 
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and absract attitude of mind (and what could be farther from the l»ew ~·est-
ament) then it implies, as we have said, an acceptance or our actual ne1gh-
"""bor as he 1s and therefore of his sex nature too. lf for the woman not to be 
the sole wife or her husband means to wound her, then agape demands that this 
wound must not be inflicted upon her. 
Hence we have here a classic instance of how theologically and anthropo-
logically determined ends are interwined, how grace aad nature work together 
unmixed and unseparated. 'r'nat 1s to say, agape, which accepts the other per-
son, would not really be 
II II 
seeing the other person as he is if it regarded 
him merely as a human being in general and did not approach him as the part-
icular person that he is, with his own particular and individual nature. 
!beretore".:14S4'pe, whic·h is understood as being- •bodily• and personal and not 
Docet1c, possesses an· infinite variety of poss1b'le forms. Ia the realm of 
eros it has a tone which is different from what it has 1n· loving service, it 
is one thing 1n the fellowship of the workaday world and another between· par-
~ents and children. And 7et in all these areas it is the same. 
The only explanation o:r Christianity's decision in favor of monogamous 
marriage which seems reasonable to us lies here and here alone, The appeal 
to agape, which demands the full acceptance of the other person, causes the 
husband to deal with his wife as a unique, individual person and thus checks 
his own tendency toward polygamy. Love in the sense of agape teaches us to 1. 
understand1 it also teaches us to understand the other person's sex nature 
and then in the light of that understanding to •be there,• to •exist~• to~ 
him. 
Implicit in these statements is the negative assertion that monogamy 
cannot be explained simply on the basis or the autonomy of eros itself. 
Not that eros in itself is altogether without a tendency 1n this d1rect1on·o 
As we have already seen, the compliance with the other person which 1s re-
~ ~uired by the ars amandi is 1n itself one of the indications of this tend-
ency. But, as history shows, these tendencies in eros are not sufficient to 
establish monogamy. Only a large number or analyses of actual situations 1n· 
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polygamous societies c·ould show the sociological and psycholog1cal reasons that 
block the road to monogamy or make it seem--in the erotic sense--unnecessary. 
"illll\ In any case, eros itself does not have in it an inherent trend toward monos&ID.1', 
although certain •secular• philosophers have tried to find a basis for monog-
amy in arguments which appeal to the autonomy of eros. 
The central argument that 1s usually advanced here is that basically there 
ls only one person who fits another, in other words, that it is the uniqueness, 
the singularity of the partner, that constitutes the basis of marriage and leadS 
to its monogamous form. The argument tor this unique affinity may employ 
mythological concepts, like Plato's spherical men which we mentioned abOve, 
namely, that the ·reason that two lovers tit each other perfectly 1s that 
orginally they were one in a pre-existent unity, and therefore love is two 
l.alves, which are specifically suited to each other, finding each other again. 
The.same idea of two highly differentiated individuals belonging together can 
also be argued quite unmytholog1cally on the basis of the laws of sexual 
~ complementarity. This argument asserts that every human being has in him an 
M (man) compon•nt and a W (woman)- oompnent, and 1n eaoh case in d1tter1ng 
proportions. The tormal relationship ot mutal oompletion, wh1oh Rlato al• 
read.7 regarded as the goal or eros, thus comes into being through one's dls-
cover1ng the corresponding M-W proportion 1n the othe~. Theretore 1n::the 
ideal case, 1.e., it the partner is to be the •one and onl7,• the total &UJllr. 
ot·11 and W must always equal 200. 
How, 1t 1s probably beyond all doubt that this harmonizing with each other 
is the conditio sine qua non of all real life relationships which are based 
upon eros. We have already made it clear that agape . does not take the place 
of eros, but rather takes it into its- service and leads me to love the other 
person in · the milieu or the erotic and in an erotic way just as I love him in 
other areas of life in another way. In this context, then, this would mean 
~ that eros and the law of comple,nentar1ty and mutual conformity which it demands 




It, however, the marriage is founded exclusively upon this erotic prin-
ciple, then it will be subject to a permanent crisis, for it will be repeatedly 
compelled to aska Is the other person really the •right one" for me,. in other 
words, does he represent the optimum of complementarity? This recurring ques-
tion is prompted by three motives, First, once the empirical diagnosis (which 
is often nothing more than a prognosisl) that this particular person is the 
opt1millll complement for me, 1t demands constant re-examination and possibly rev1-
s1on. For, in the first place, we are both beings with a history and therefore 
we change. What may have been, or only appeared to be, complementarity at the 
moment when the union was entered into can change or turn out to be a mistake. 
Self-love, which is inherent in eros • br_1ngs ip the question in the interest 
ot self-preservation and self-development. And then, too, during the course of 
my lite I meet other representatives of the opposite sex who provoke comparisons 
and thus 11-kewise appeal to my tendency to make revisions in my original esti-
mate. 
Secondly, the eros which is isolated to itself makes not only the being 
or· the other person, but also his functions, the criterion of his complement-
arity. For, after all, it 1s precis_ely in the erotic realm that a person's 
being is actualized in specific functions, that is to say, in the ars amandi. 
Th1s results 1~ something like a permanent compulsion to keep on the watch to 
see whether the other person 1s still capable of functioning. Here again the 
historical character of our existence 1s at work• we know that in the course 
of time the ability to function changes, and that this change 1s not synchro-
nized in the two partners (one ages faster than the other) and that this must 
inevitably result in strains and disharmonies. In this historical sense the 
functions are far more variable than the being or the two individuals • 
. 
Third, a further cause of this compulsion to keep watching arises trom 
the rhythmical character of eros itself• The ecstasy of the moment 1s followed 
~ by phases of indifference or even repulsion, in which the question (which often 
. 
becomes a neurosis) whether the complementarity still exists, gains a foothold. 
Thus often enough in the merely erotic, the merely "romantic," marriage the 
honeymoon 1s followed by crisis. With a deadly certainty the moment comes in 
~ 
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such marriages when the comparison of one's own partner with other and espec-
ially younger representatives of his or her sex turns out to his or her disad-
vantage, and then the half solution (like infidelity) or the radical solution 
(like divorce) is sought for. After all, the progressive instability of the 
kind of marriage which has appeared since the rise of individual eros is no-
torious in history. The old saying that love will come with marriage has 
proved to be right, at any rate as far as the solidiiY of the marriages so 
undertaken 1s concerned; over against the postromant1c notion that love 
(meaning eros) must be the foundation of marriage and therefore must precede 
it. This observation cannot mean that the development can be reversed and that 
we can go back behind ro~ntic1sm and recover that patriarchal form of marriage 
or even that we should do so. Its only intent is to show us the underlying 
problem of a marriage that.is based only upon eros. 
It is therefore strange to observe how both the eros line and the agape 
line point to the uniqueness of the sex partner. In both cases this uniqueness 
~ becomes a basic consideration. (This 1s not altered by the fact that we were 
obliged to conclude that in the realm of eros that uniqueness is desired but 
"in the long run" never attained). Eros postulates this uniqueness by its in-
sistence upon a highly specified complementarity. Agape has it as its goal, 
because the indissoluble bond between the physical and the personal (especially 
in the woman) implies a single partnership and therefore tends toward monogamy. 
With a vlew to controverting the idea that this uniqueness can be grounded 
only upon eros, we state in conclusion that Christian antithesis to 1t1 Not 
uniqueness establishes marriage, but marriage establishes uniqueness. 
The negative portion of this statement we have Just discussed, the unique~ 
ness of the sex partner demanded by eros cannot establish marriage because it 
must necessarily remain subject to constant re-examination and revision. Thus 
strictly speaking., the partner• s uniqueness is such only •at the moaent," or 
~ .at most "for a time, 11 but nev ~r for life "until death us do part." 
With respect to the.positive portion of the statement, namely, that it is 
the marriage that established the uniqueness, we have also said the most 1~port~ 
--._ 
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ant thing already, the sexual encounter that takes place in the marriage and 
certainly the children who issue from it •mark" the two partners and make them 
the •one and onlyn for each other, so that they exist for each other and be-
come a part of each other's destiny. Through 1t the wife espec1ally--and in-
directly through her the husband--acqu.1res a character 1ndeleb111s in the sense 
of belonging to each other permanently. -And this 1s exactly what is meant by 
the uniqueness which comes into being in the marriage itself. As we have seen, 
the wife who surrenders herself invests her whole self in the community of love. 
She even g"ives up her name. And since we were compelled to conclude that this 
connected with the congurence of sexuality and pers·onhood, especially in the 
case of the wife, the uniqueness that arises in love cannot have its source 
only in eros, but must be grounded essentially in agape, which qualities eros 
and gives it meaning and purpose. For only agape, the sole attitude in which 
the other person 1s really seen, in which he is seen as one who ls dearly pur-
ches.es-, as a "person beef.re God," and as a •neighbor, n takes into account this 
"""congruence. And thus 1t also ·takes into account the characterizing character 
ot sexuality and causes one to respect that uniqueness which comes into being 
in the .--sexual. encounter. 
In view of this uniqueness that comes into being 1n marriage (1t 1s reallJ 
something that.··"happens" and not a timeless, arithmetical assumption), it 1s 
therefore not going too far to speak of the creativeness of married love. 
This creative side is the gift ot agape. Luther once defined the love of God 
as contrasted with human eros 1n this way1 "The love of God does not t1nd 
that which is worthy ot his - love, but rather creates it for himselt1 but the 
love of man comes into being through the lovableness which it finds. Buman 
love, that is, eros, 1s dep~ndent upon what is worth loving in the other per-
son, that ls to say, upon such immanent values as beauty, character, intellect, 
' I and harmonious complementarity. It 1s therefore dependent upon what 1s tran-. . 
I 
~ s1ent and unstable and is therefore supject to revision. Hence it ls based 
upon what. is perhaps a highly sublimated selt-love1 for, after all, this kind 
,' .. 
of love is directed, not to the other person's values "as such," but rather to 
his value "for me." Thus it has within it the quest1on--al\d this makes 1t 
~ 
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•questionable" 1n the strict sense of the word--of what the other person means 
to me and whether he still has any value for me. But the love of God, which 
we imitate in agape, 1s not based upon the calculable value of the other per-
son for me. For God does not love us because we are so valuable; rather we 
valuable because God loves us. Because the other person 1s valuable to God, 
he compels me to show reverence. Therefore my love 1s no longer addressed to 
an unstable function, to what in any given moment I can or cannot find to be 
•valuable for me" in the other-person. The continuing faithfulness of God with 
which he is surrounded also makes my relationship to him a continuing one. 
Agape therefore penetrates beyond the supert1cial1t1es of the momentar7 
adequacy or inadequacy of the other person and addresses itself to his ultimate 
mystery. And this is precisely what makes it creativea the other person knows 
that he is being addressed and respected at the core of his being, at that po1ni 
of h1J1Dan dignity which is unconditioned by, and independent of, what he is 1n 
actuality and which has its own hidden history with God. In this way agape 
~brings out, "loves" out, as 1t were, the real person within the other human be-
ing. This is why all those who came into contact with Jesus--and especi~lly 
the dubious characters, the harlots and publicans, the outcasts, the outsiders, 
the insulted .and inJured--were dignified by his agape and grew up into that 
dignity. They did not first have to quality themselves in order to become wor-
thy of this 1ove1 rather they were qualified by this love, and if this is not 
misunderstood in the sense of idealistic philosophy, · one might even say that 
under the warmth of this love they grew to be something beyond themselves. 
Thus all love in .the sense of agape and eros which has been transformed bJ 
agape is like a reproduction of that divine creativity which Luther ascribed to 
the love or God. It 1s in the light of this creative love that we are to under 
stand the statement that married love creates uniqueness and does not itself 
arise from uniqueness.SO 
~80Ibid., PP• 90-8. 
at.nee-. I .. have baaed my theological perapecti ve on the Scriptures, the 
tollow1ng question must be asked 1n light ot my Scriptural argument against 
,-__ •extramarital sex•, •Do.the.Scriptures or their applications in some in-
stances tavor •exttramar1tal aex•t In Propoa1k1on ll~ Rimmer uses a Sorlp-
tural argument to tavor •extramarital sex•. I w111 now discuss and evaluate~ 
h1a.:.pos1tion 1n, perspective ot how I interpret the aeriptures. Plrst, B1mmer 
uses the passage 1n Matthew that says, •Por attar the resurrection there las 
no marrying or being married, but they shall live as the angels do 1n. heaven~ 
I teal that we must first look at·:. the con.text. Jesus.; ls speaking to the J.ewa, 
who are'.::asklng him which ot the seven .huaban~ will the •~man bave in heaven. 
il81>, en!l"•more importantly, Jesus 1a speaking about a time attar the resm--
rectlon. Beeis:-speaktng:~·about heaven, mt lite hara~ on earth. Second, Rim-
mer assert& that Jesus ln: .the Acta .ot .· the Apostles .said,. •A.11 thlne ain~ an4 . 
allim1ne thine• • . It. must be pointed .. out that Jesus doea_.not even ,speak thesa 
words in the Abts ot. the _,ostlea. lmrthemore,. it la not probable that Je-
~ -~-meant a sharing ot the seml relat1onsh1p as well;_aa property because lie 
would not now tor the very tlrs~t tlme·- in the Hew Testament introduce an:.&lb-
biguoua _conoept and not detintf!or discuss this concept again in the Hew Test-
aaent. Third, B111Dler uses Paul's passage 1n Corinthians that says, •They that 
have 111 vea.:.. be though theJ have none!'. Paul'- a real :.meaning here 1s not that 
men should•. cease regarding women as property. Instead lrr. this .... passage and tllee 
total o-ontext Baal 1s talking about the soon-approaching k1ngdom ot God. Ba 
la~ telling _ hi&:, C:or1nth1an~ readers to stop worrJlng .. about their wlveaL an4 1ltllll!l:),-
instead abbut whether or not they are read7 to,:-meet . God·. Thus, Paul is not 
talking aboutt women· ••~~property. P.ourtb, . 1n~ ua1g llatthew S• 27-8, B1Mer 
tries to purpose that the aot ot adulter7 would be permlss•ble because the 
lll'Ong-:had alread7:been::done 1n the lust ot the heart. Thi&:: hardly merits . 
comment unl11ss Rimmer· ·also want~ to allow (and he~. must in-: order to be con-
~ . 
· alatent) that murder:. is permlss•ble it 7ou hav.e bated tirs.t sloe Jesus_ aqa:. 
that anger eq,ials murder ln .Matthew S• 21-2. Jesua51a trying to aa,- that th•~ 
new rlghteousness :.:also 1ncludaa . .; the mot1 ve behind~ the acts.:- but that does not~ 
J4 
mean that IJb••·:aot then ·.is·~ eJColuded trom 3udsment. The~ t1tth reterenoeE; 1&;.; 
I Corinthians -? 112-16. Lt -.1s~ hard to imagine: .. anrone using Paul her~ 111', t~ia: 
..._ chapter to su,pportt •enramar1tal sez.~, espeo1al].J' ... when .. Paul. doeS:i not even 
• 
tav.or marr-1ag but praters control (I:.. C.or1nth1ans~?•8-9J. ~• aotual varsea5 
wh1cb~-.B!mr .. uaea .. -have~ abael1ltely~, nothing to do 111 th~·~ •extramar1 W J. aez• slnoe . 
they areetalk1ng eQ11cltlJ' ... about the~marr1age relatlmship (1.e, huSNlnd, 
wlte~·•· '.rhe sixth reterenoe 1a:-=-Poman•,:,7•1•6.. Thl&51a bes.t s11pportive~·attempt, . 
but heetalls-~-to examine the oontezt. True we &rel dead to the Law·. and : now 
11 ve a new llte--1n~ unlorr, w1 th Cbrlst through ·;tha:-:_:SJ)1rl t ,- but Paul makes 1 t 
crystal clear im.I Corlnthlana:~619 that certain thing• are obaraoterlst1a: ot 
t~e old age, among which ~er::1mmoral1tJ and adulter1. These things do not 
belong to the new age. They are· thl~as the Gent1lea'-'do and thus._-are DCDt part 
ot:. one• a:;: relat1onaa1p to Christ as a new man. In this. __ e:ontext Galatians S1 ll,, 
18 also proveaato be very,! helpful• It you are::;;led by the 8p1r1t, you ar.e•:.DOt-
under the Iiaw, but the works ot the flesh are plain.:. ( 1. e. , 1■moral1 ty, lllpur~ 
'II\ 1tJ,'e and adultery) •. Moreover, we should take note ot Galat1C\tl,B s,21 where we:. 
•••~-that· the Law condemnsEus~a11, but one must be w1111ng to accept theeJudg-
ment and to walk 1rr- oontorm1 ty w1 th the Splrl t ot God wh1Gh ls-~ oharacter1s"t1c 
. 
ot: the new relationship we have 1n ·Chr1st. The seventh reference used bJ Rim-
mer is Romana 1)19-10. I believe he misunderstand.a Paul here. Paul.la saying 
that whei-e Clmlat la (the new man 1s) there is r1ghteousneaa.,i that means there 
ls no room far the unr1ghteouaneaa:againat wh1cb1 the Law 1a.::.d.1rected. TtMI 
I.a.1r.··apeaks.: against sirr, lnlt where love 1s, the things-~ which tbe :.Law torb1da 
do not occur. This 18 agape. Therer: 18 no longer· &n7thtng_·.tor the Law to oon-.-
demm. The Iiaw 1s: against s1nt bu.t not against 11te·~ 1n Christ and 1n love 
(Clalatlons:~S122t.) • Inr.othar words, !Die Law,:1& tult1Jllad. (Bomans 1)110) · 
not by tultllliilent otfLaw, but by lite 1n Christ and ln love.81 
The Barr,: ...- Coiner statement that •adulter7 1•-~ being unta1thtul to the 
~ commitment• ba&:;also been used to conform to a •New Morallt7• view.· These 
81a1mmer, Proposition J1. pp. 256-?. 
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advocates add to his statement that it mutal consent is involved, are you 
really being unfaithful to the commitment? ~inst this position, I believe 
that part of the marriage ccmmitment is a pledge CYf faithfulness; to the part--
ner. This is made not out or eros, but out or agape, which always implies -a 
total claim•. In , a man' a marital commitment to his . wife he makeS'o a -t'ot1li-
total tclaim upon ,her and him. Harry C_oiner is right that adultery is being 
unfaithful to the commitment. However, even mutalLconsent does not negate 
the total claim. There is something more than a man and a woman in the mari-
tal relationship. There. is a new unity formed. That can never be involved 
in ,•mutal consent•. F.urthermore, some •New Morality• advocates: use the Niebuhr 
statement that •The Good News, is that God accepts us tor what we are" as an-
other support for •extramarital sex•. God accepts us •in, spite of" what w&, 
are. However, one must acoept : that forgiveness which God offers .. in Christ. 
Matthew 2211-14 tells us that the man who was aooep~ed in spite of, what he 
was~ was• rejected by the Lord of the. Banquet because he refused the offer o~ 
God's :grace lthe wedding garment). The Lord refused to accept him for what 
he was. Wershould remem't>er that the Good Hews .is . that God accep~s us because 
ot what Christ bas done for us. 
With respect to Rimmer•s .. whole endeavor, I might point out that the:Law 
bas not died (Romans .714), but we have died to the Law in Christ. The first 
purpose of the Law is to accuse us (thisais still~valid). The Law .always: 
drives~us to the mercy of Christ. That is not the third use. of the Law, but 
th•· first use of. the Law and it is still valid for the Christian. Rimmer•s_ 
searchiifor Bobla passages to support •extramarital sex• is hopeless. Ephesians 
.5•2.5-8 points out that the kind of love that G.od intended for the sex rela-
tionship is agape, which can only be held where~there is total devotion of 
one person· to another in a specific situation. This total claim oan·0 only be 
realized in a monogamous marriage. Marriage is one of the good" orders -of 
God's creation. Moreover, itr. is a given ,part of our existence •. Also, it, 1s 
established for order in the community and•is. thus a part of · our existence 
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even under grace. In light or this rebuttal of a pro "extramarital sex" 
Scriptural bas1s. we oan now refer again to my prominent posit1~n that the 
~Scriptures place a prohibition on all forms of •extramarital sex• relations. 
. . .. . .. 
Several rational applications or my principles concerning group marriages 
have already been alluded to throughout this paper. HoweYer, there are a few 
other rational applications that I would like to discuss now. First, no matter 
how much modern authors like Robert Rimmer82 stress the 1·dea that you can have 
a "true" love with several people at the same time 1n a group marriage, I be-
lieve that there are times when one or the marriage partners in the group 
marriage 1s going to feel "slighted". There 1s no way possible that you can 
always show an equal preference to all the marital partners involved. This 
will only lead to ·a great deal of tension or conflict 1n the group marriage. 
Why does someone have to be slighted? The following illustration will demon-
strate why I believe th1s fact to be so. Let us purpose that Joe, Ted, Sally, 
and Sue are involved in a group marriage. Sally is pregnant and 1s experlencin~ 
~an.early arrival and she calls Joe to be by her side. At the same time, Sue 
has been involved 1n a car accident and she calls Joe to tell him to come to 
the scene of the accident. Joe must make a decision. Whoever he turns to, 
the other woman will feel slighted. Joe can not possibly have the same 
amount or teel1ng towards both women and in this above case his preference will 
show. Second, group marriage presently 1s only working in theory, not in 
practice. A significant example of the failure of group marriage is liarrad 
West. The main reason that the Harrad West group marriage failed was because 
its participants felt there were too many hangups. 83 Third, in our society 
at the present time group marriage 1s still illegal. Thus, people have to 
form a secret relationship in their group marriage in order to be within the 
bounds of the law. They are actually deceiving the community of people in 
which they operate. They are not only probably causing offense, but they will 
~--------
82a1mmer, The Harrad Experiment. pp. 15, J9, 106, 135-6. 
83aour1et, Getting Back Together. pp. 141-52. 
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eventually find themselves in trouble with federal and state authorities con-
cerning the laws which they are breaking. 
In dealing with group marriage, I would use the role of a pastoral coun-
selor with these people. I would try to show them just how the Bible deals 
with group marriage. Since l have proved the ~criptures to be against the con-
cepts involved in group marriage, 1 would have to point out to them that their 
act would come under the judgment of God. However, there is still hope for 
them because they have an opportunity to know God's forgiveness and grace as 
especially promised in I John 119. Also, I would definitely be concerned to 
be involved in a helping relationship with group marriage members. By this 
term I mean a relationship in which the people involved in this group have the 
intent of promoting the growth, development, maturity, i mproved functioning, 
and improved c•ping with life, with each other. My behavior in this helping 
relationship would need to ce guided by the following quest ions, too. Can I 
"be" in some way which will be perceived by these people as trustworthy, as 
dependable or consistent (I hmpe I have done this through the use of the 
Scriptures) in so:iae deep sense? Can I be expressive enough as a person that 
what I am will be communicated unambiguously? Can l let myself experience 
positive attitudes towards these people (i.e. attitudes of warmth, ca ring, 
liking, interest, respect)? Can I be strong enough as a person to be separate 
from them? Am I secure enough within myself to permit them their separateness 
(this is di !'ficult because I am obligated to present the Good News)? Can l 
let myself en~er fully into the world of their feelings and personal meanings, 
and see these as they do? Can I receive them as they are? Can l act with suf-
ficient sensitivity that my behavior will not be perceived as a threat? Can 
l free them from the threat of external evaluation? Finally, can I meet these 
people as people who are in process of •becoming", or will I be bound by their 
past and by my past? 
In light of t hese above questions, l face a different dileiqa. I have 
my own beliefs, based on the Scriptures, concerning their group marriage. 
However, l must somehow reach these people where they are at because in the 
JB 
end the members will make their own decision as to- how they are going to deal 
with their situation,. I can~present my beliefs to them, but at the same time 
f'I do not want to lose them. Thus, 1rr every case in which I face as a pastoral 
counselor I will have to face this dilern•a. 
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